Remote Control Weapons
.... The present war has introduced the first remote-controlled

weapon. The future will bring a far greater variety of
more formidable and more powerful war machines....]
HUGO GERNSBACK

artillery where the shell exploded and killed people
indiscriminately, similar to what the robot planes did
in England last June. But the Paris gun projectile
weighed only a fraction of the new robot bomb, consequently the latter could do far more damage than the

THE so-called secret Nazi weapon-which was
not a secret at all -first appeared on a fairly
large scale against the British Isles last June.
As long ago as last February, Prime Minister
Churchill several times mentioned the fact that the
Germans were going to launch their "secret weapons"
against English cities.
The Nazis subsequently made good their threats. By
means of their pilotless robot planes, carrying a high
explosive and weighing about a ton, they indiscriminately sprayed the English countryside with these fly-

former.

So far the Allied countries have viewed the German
effort with disdain and scorn, chiefly for the reason
that it is not a military weapon and because the enemy
cannot see and know in advance where the missiles
will strike. Allied military men look upon the Nazi
robot plane as a tacit admission that the German
Luftwaffe has failed miserably, and further that the
weapon was used primarily as an instrument of revenge in order to raise German morale.
It is certain that military science will not stop with
the Nazi robot plane. It is only the forerunner and the
first example of far more effective and frightful weapons to come.
Long distance rocket-bombs which are radio -controlled and can be aimed fairly accurately are no longer
an impossibility. I referred to them in an article in
the last issue of RADIO- CRAFT. But even more effective
long distance robot weapons are in the offing.
As long ago as 1924 -to be exact, in my former publication THE EXPERIMENTER Magazine, November 1924
issue, I was the first to describe in word and picture
a pilotless robot plane, which was television -controlled.
Here we have a weapon which -contrary to the Nazi
terrorizing robot-can be conveyed over hundreds of
miles to the exact spot desired, without any human
being aboard the machine. The television -controlled
airplane sees in six directions at the same instant
something no human being can accomplish. The television plane, as I described it twenty years ago, has
six photo -electric eyes which can see north, south, east
and west, up and down simultaneously. A continuous
(Continued on page 693)
image of what the plane

ing robot -bombs.
The type which was used during June was not radiocontrolled. The planes were launched from secret
roller -coaster chutes, then winged their way over the
English Channel and plummeted down haphazardly
over town and country in southern England. These
particular Nazi rocket -propelled robot planes were steadied in their flight by a regulation gyro compass, but the
Germans at the sending end had no idea where the
missiles would finally land. This was wholly beyond
their control because the robot planes could not change
their course once they were launched. Wind drift,
atmospheric conditions, squalls, etc., naturally affected the course of the robots considerably, so that
all they accomplished was a slight degree of terror.
From a military viewpoint the Naxi aerial robots were
complete duds as they could not be sent or directed to
a specific target. They demolished houses, killed people, and in general raised some havoc, but even the
Nazis had to admit that their robot-bombs would have
no effect upon the outcome of the war.
This is the first time in warfare that a major effort
was made by any power to use long- distance robot
missiles against an enemy. It is true that there is a
parallel with the German "Big Bertha" supergun, during the first World War, which bombarded Paris from a
distance of not quite eighty miles. This was orthodox
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This was the first special wireless number of this or any other magazine.
The Nauen Wireless Plant (Complete
story of the famous German plant located
near Berlin with illustrations.)
How to Make a Polarized Relay, by
H. W. Sccor.
Musical Wireless Receiver.
A New Type of Wireless Transformer,
by A. Press.

Wireless Dirigible Torpedo (Account of

first radio-controlled torpedo.)
The New Telefunken System, by the
Berlin Corregptnulcnt.

Founder
Electries
Electrical Experimenter
Radio News
Science & Invention
Modern

Radio -Craft

Short -Wave Craft
Wireless Association of America

Airship Run By Wireless.
Paris -America Wireless Accomplished.
Wireless Waves Can Be Seen (First account of Paris scientist, M. Abraham, who
projected a wave form onto a screen).
Some of the tailor libraries In the country still have
Elettries on file for interested readers.
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1908
1913
1919
1920
1929
1930
1908

Method of Testing Short Circuited Condensers, by I. Wolf.
A Novel Detector, by D. C. Spooner.
Wireless Lightning Protector.
New Type of Loud- Speaking Telephone.
Detector Construction by L. S pangenberg.
New French Wireless Apparatus, by
A. C. Marlowe.
The Construction of a Loop Antenna
Relay, by A. C. Austin, Ir.
A Yariable Condenser, by L. W. Teller.
Attachment for Wireless Key, by Eric M.
Luster.
A Conductive Wireless System, by E. E.
Gourley.
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REMOTE CONTROL WEAPONS

(Cont. from page 649)

gm:

sees -ni all six direction. -Is

rulited back

to headquarters where observers view the
six -image screen as the plane proceeds on
its course If another plane or planes approach from any point, the distant radio -control officer can put the plane through evasive
tactics and elude the pursuers. The plane
can even be equipped with guns, which can
be fired by remote control as desired. After
the television plane has negotiated the various war hurdles and evaded interception
flak, etc., it can then discharge its bombs
on the target, or (if necessary) the plane
can carry a single large load of explosive
which is detonated on contact-blowing up

the plane itself, should this be desired. If
the plane is to be saved, it could drop bombs
in the manner of present -day bombers, and
then return to its base -all by radio-con-

trol.
All this is not an impossible picture and
you may be sure that long distance robot
military planes of this type will be in use in
the future.
One thing about them -they most likely
will not be used to terrorize the population
and kill people needlessly as the Nazi robots
are doing now. In war, whenever possible,
every High Command prefers to use weapons for purely military purposes.
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EARLY NOISE -REDUCING MIKES

NENT the noise reducing micro-

phone and its inception, concerning
which we published a letter from
Benjamin F. Miessner a short time
ago, Radio - Craft has received the following
letter from Mr. Peter L. Jensen. Mr. Jensen
was at the time Chief Engineer for Magnavox, mentioned in Mr. Miessner's letter as
having also been engaged in anti -noise

microphone research at that time:

Dear

M r.

Gernslack

:

read with interest the letter from Benjamin F. Miessner addressed to you and published in Radio -Craft for lfarch, 1944, under
the heading, "Anti -Noise Mike Not New."
Alsc in the same issue, on page 348, is published a short report which testified to the
success of the anti -noise microphones used
on the flight of the NC -4, the first airplane
to cross the Atlantic Ocean. The report,
mentioning the superiority of this type of
mike, was written by Lt. Commander Lavender, who made the flight himself as the
officer in charge of communications.
Benjamin Miessner's statements are substantially correct as far as I know, but for
the sake of history, and in order to keep the
records clear, may I be permitted to contribute some additional information on this
subject?
Shortly after the United States entered
the first World War, Lt. Commander Sweet,
who was well known to all oldtimers as one
of the Navy's first radio experts, approached
Pridham and me with the suggestion that
our powerful dynamic loudspeaker might
possibly solve the problem of intercommunication between the crew members on an airplane.
We were fortunate to have the Hall Scott
Motor Company's plant practically in our
backyard, in Oakland, California, and we
matte our preliminary tests alongside airplane motors which were being tested on
blocks and which ran day and night. The
noise level close to these motors was as high
as in any airplane. We quickly discovered
that altogether too much noise entered our
microphone and that our puny little human
voice was completely unintelligible in the
loudspeaker. The problem, therefore, became
a microphone problem and we developed in
a short time the so- called anti -noise microphone. We stripped the mike of all enclosures in order that the motor noise might
be permitted to impinge upon both sides of
the diaphragm and thereby neutralize itself,
whereas the voice, which impinged upon one
side only, alone actuated the mike. Speech
with this new mike was reproduced with
great clarity and without the disturbing
intermingling of thunderous motor and wind
I

noise.
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A patent was filed on the new mike and
the application was placed on the secret list
H. C. LEWIS. Pres.. RADIO DIV.. COYNE ELEC. SCHOOL
500 S. Pauline St,
Dept. CO-5H
in the Patent Office. Some time later the
Chicago 12. Dennis
patent was declared 'in interference with an
H. C. LEWIS. Pros., RADIO DIV.- COYNE ELEC. SCHOOL
500 S. Pauline St., Dept. CASH Chitage 12. Illinois
application filed by Benjamin Miessner, but
Send me FREE BOOK, "Your Future in Radioas the Magnavox Company, to whom the
Electronics", and details of Industrial Electronics
training
included at no extra charge and easy "Paypatent was assigned, was then the only conAfter-Graduation" plan.
cern in the country producing this new
NAME
AGE
lip mike, a deal was made with Miessner in
ADDRESS
order to avoid costly interference proceedings and the basic original patent was issued
CITY
STATE
to us. The interference case never proceeded
to the point where date of conception and
first date of reduction to practice was determined. The Magnavox Company, where
rT
/ND/SPENfA8IE
Pridham and I jointly held the title of chief
A/D TO THE
engineer, was the sole manufacturer of anti noise lip microphones during the first World
SER V/CE MAN
War. The Magnavox type became the standard mike for all Navy airborne equipment
Here's the
during the war and for some time afterBook You've
wards, including the period when the NC -4
Been Waitflew the Atlantic. Concurrently, we develing for!
oped an anti -noise mike, based on the same
Contains all
principle, for use with ship telephones where
available Service
noisy engine rooms and other conditions had
Data on all
FADA ReceivC 9
been a problem. The ship telephone which
100
...i
we developed employed a permanent magnet
Prn
Pn.;.
dynamic telephone, also a new innovation,
Send tar it Non'
and coupled with an anti -noise microphone
the instrument performed so outstandingly
well that it was adapted for use on nearly
928 BROADWAY
NEW YORK; N.Y
all Shipping Board's vessels as well as on
all the two hundred and fifty four -stack
Large Stak of Replatement Parts & Cabinets
destroyers of that vintage.
Shortly after the war, radio burst on us
like a tidal wave and all our energies became
CANNON -BALL
concentrated on loudspeakers. The developPhones have kept in the
ments on lip microphones were shoved into
the background and remained dormant, as
lead for over twenty
far as I know, until the beginning of the
years through real perpresent war. However, I have always
formance. Write for
thought that the anti -noise principle might
Folder R -8, illustrating
become important in certain commercial telecomplete line of rugged,
phones.
unusually sensitive, deI am sure my good friend, Pridham, is
IIe
Cannon-Ball
YII:iiar m;g: pendable
not interested in asking for glory for having
eir em- Headsets.
.re. Their
originated the principle embodied in the anti C. F. CANNON COMPANY
noise lip mike any more than I am. Our
SPRINGWATER, N. Y.
country has been good to both of us, and
whatever recognition has been given us has
come to us for work in another field. However, as microphone and loudspeaker consultant to the War Production Board, I personally salute the Electrovoice Corporation
Complete ROME-STUDY
G
Cour.eeem.ev.inarpet»o
in South Bend for the good work they have
Rented.
USED 11ÓenCe ke,.ageWueed.
exchanged. All
done in bringing the lip mike to such a high
or
course..
rseSNaf
state of perfection. My only concern is that
Free.
the Corporation is not reducing their very NELSON CO., ]21 So. WaDaM Ave., Dept.catalog
2.59. Ch140o4. It
large backlog of orders for lip mikes fast
enough.
"Mechanics is the paradise of matheSincerely,
matics, for here we have the fruit of mother
PETER L. JENSEN
maties. " -Leonardo da Vinci.
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